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The Basic Architecture of Collective 
Bargaining in Sports 

• Management controlled by owners with parochial 
interest in their club’s profit and costs 
– Significant information and bargaining costs 

• As a whole, league seeks to maximize profit, which 
means can prefer lower revenues if much lower costs 

• Players want most money possible 
– Prefer larger share of smaller pie if maximizes wages 
– In general, union more interested in overall league 

revenues than owners 
• No party has an incentive to maximize revenues and 

long-term wealth for entire league 



Current NHL Issues 

• Player’s share of total revenues 
• Salary floor and cap 
• Guaranteed contracts 
• Solutions for small market teams 

– Fehr: share more revenue  
– Bettman: limit payrolls so low-revenue 

teams can survive 
– Zimbalist: Contract/ relocate  



Public Policy Issues 

• Although firms in competitive markets would find 
efficient solutions, NHL is a monopoly with regard to 
labor/ market entry 

• Fans prefer rules that maximize appeal, but prefer sub-
optimal rules and a season to industrial disruption 

• Consumer welfare enhanced by efficient solution 
• Public policy question is whether there is some non-

utilitarian preference for a non-efficient solution (e.g. 
Edmonton should have equal chance to compete for 
Stanley Cup as Toronto; 30+ cities deserve a viable NHL 
franchise, etc. ) 



Public Policy Problems 

• Monopoly leagues have limited incentive to 
serve public policy goals 

• Bargaining problems among club owners 
means harder to get collective bargain 

• Harms to public 
– Industrial disruption 
– Sub-optimal labour market rules 
– Sub-optimal revenue sharing rules 

 



Public Policy Reflected in Labour Law 

• Facilitate collective bargaining between 
representative of workers and management 

• Public interest vindicated if a party uses illegal 
tactics to achieve goals: e.g. Silverman v. MLB 
Players Relations Committee (1995) 

• Otherwise, does not really address public 
policy issues 



Competition Act: Section 90 

• Canada’s Competition Act makes it illegal to 
abuse a dominant position 

• Competition Bureau, or private party with leave, 
can seek relief before Competition Tribunal 

• Structural issues: break up the NHL 
• Structural issues: declare it to be an abuse for 

labour relations to be determined by club owners 
instead of independent “residual claimants” 
interested in profits for the league as a whole 



Competition Act: Section 48 

• Special provision exempting sports league from s. 
45’s ban on trade restraints that “unduly lessen 
competition” 
– S. 48(1)(b): unlawful “to limit unreasonably the 

opportunity for any other person to negotiate with 
and, if agreement is reached, to play for the team or 
club of his choice in a professional league” 

– S. 48(2) requires courts to “have regard” for 
• Whether limitations should be accepted in Canada because 

sport is organized “on an international basis” 
• “the desirability of maintaining a reasonable balance among 

the teams or clubs participating in the same league” 



Effect of Labour Exemption 

• S. 4 of Competition Act exempts any 
agreement among employers “pertaining to 
collective bargaining” 
–  literal language even broader than US exemption 

for any restraints during collective bargaining 
process (Brown v. Pro Football, Inc. (1996)) 

• Sound interpretation would NOT apply s. 4 to 
s. 48 challenges; otherwise s. 48 is entirely 
superfluous in purpose and effect 



Applying Section 48 to NHL Dispute 
• Labour restraint agreed to by union as a result 

of collective bargaining is probably reasonable 
(McCourt) 

• Areas for novel challenges 
– A substantively unreasonable restraint agreed to 

by union as a result of lockout 
– A lockout designed to achieve a substantively 

unreasonable restraint 



Policy Implications: A Comparative 
Note 

• General North American view is that sports 
leagues must have restraints, and labour rules 
must be set through collective bargaining 

• EU/UK view: all sports league restraints must 
conform to competition law, and labour rules 
only set minimum protections 

• Irony: more socialist Europe adopts more 
capitalist approach  



Thanks and Questions 
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